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The resistance the popular masses are carrying out against the crisis in Italy makes steps onwards 

the socialist revolution. It is the resistance of the workers, of the Federation of Italian Metal 

Workers (FIOM) and of those who supported them against the attack launched in the spring by 

Marchionne, CEO of FIAT, at Pomigliano, which resulted in the demonstration of 16th October 

in Rome. With that demonstration the FIOM has become the center of aggregation of the 

movement of all categories and classes of the masses to cope with the crisis, that is to say the 

movement that actually goes towards the creation of an emergency government, the People's 

Bloc Government the (n) PCI proposed and promoted since the outbreak of the financial crisis of 

2008. The FIOM has been confirmed as the centre of aggregation of popular masses’ movement 

with the big demonstration against the Berlusconi government on 14th December, and even today 

in the struggle against Marchionne, FIAT masters and all the top leaders of the Papal Republic 

that rules Italy, Berlusconi, the President of the Republic Napolitano, Pope Ratzinger and their 
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retinues. All of them are aware of and party to the plan that FIAT is pursuing against the FIOM, 

against the workers, against all the laborers and the popular masses of our country. The Plan 

Marchionne is the only real plan to deal with the crisis that the Italian imperialist bourgeoisie has 

managed to put in place, inspired by the reactionary right wing (Berlusconi government, masters, 

speculators, mafia and cardinals). It is accepted and supported by trade unions of the regime 

slave to masters and to the government (CISL, UIL, UGL). It has also broad support in the 

moderate right wing (Democratic Party), in the same CGIL [the Italian General Federation of 

Labor, that includes FIOM, Editor’s Note] and even among those who call themselves leftists. 

The measures of Marchionne and its instigators and accomplices not only do not lead us out of 

the crisis but, if they are passed, they open the way to greater barbarism, misery, war between 

groups of masses, environmental destruction and war between states and between peoples! Not 

only they do not save enterprises (such as Mirafiori, Pomigliano, etc..) from closures and 

relocations, but they lead to slavery, to the material and moral degradation of all workers and the 

masses. 

The FIOM, for its part, is aware that the battle is political, that this attack is going on against the 

rights and freedoms and all what the working class and the masses have won in the war of 

Resistance against fascism and by the struggles in the following decades. FIOM leaders can and 

must become aware that the political struggle requires a political solution. Doing so they will 

interpret the will of the hundreds of thousands of workers and popular masses who took to the 

streets in response to their call, not only AGAINST the government, but especially FOR building 

a political alternative able to cope with the crisis. FIOM, COBAS, the Base Trade Union (USB) 

(which called a general mobilization of their members) and other organizations that promoted 

and supported the demonstrations of 16th October and 14th December can and should take the 

lead in a mass movement to build an emergency government in the service of Workers 

Organizations and People’s Organizations, composed of people who enjoy the trust of Workers 

Organizations and People’s Organizations scattered all over the country, who are determined to 

give shape and force of a statute to the measures which case by case Workers Organizations and 

People’s Organizations concerned will indicate, even if such measures will be detrimental to the 

interests, privileges, customs, institutions and to the will of the rich, the world imperialist system 

and its “financial market“.  
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Only such a government can put an immediate remedy for the worst effects of the crisis, prevent 

them from forming again even if the crisis continues to rage in the world, as long as other 

countries will take similar measures to those that we will take, start Italy going on a road of 

renaissance and progress along with the other countries that gradually will become free from the 

imperialist world system.  

We can win: at Mirafiori and all around the country! 

This is the title of the today statement of the CC (n) PCI, that says: “We are not alone! On the 

contrary! They are the bosses who are increasingly abandoned by the popular masses rising. The 

masters are increasingly isolated and hated!  

Throughout the world, from Tunisia to Nepal, from Algeria to Afghanistan, from India to 

Palestine is all a flurry of fights and riots against the course of things that the imperialist 

bourgeoisie, the clergy and the Vatican, the imperialist system world with its “financial market”, 

NATO, the IMF, the World Bank and the ECB, the G20, their “international community” impose 

on humanity. There is no country in which the owners are safe: in no European country, nor in 

Germany or in the USA! All the workers, and most of humanity are against them. Even where 

none is rising, the popular masses are discontented and restless. They do not know yet which 

way to go. The countries that will go ahead, will pave the way to others. “  

 

FIOM, COBAS and USB will mobilize on 13th and 14th January, against the referendum by 

which Marchionne seek to impose on workers his “agreement” signed by his accomplices rightist 

trade unions, otherwise threatening to move production elsewhere, and on 28th January, for the 

nationwide strike of metalworkers.  

Details on the 'agreement' that FIAT wants to impose the workers are in the statement sent on the 

mailing list of the European Social Forum by FIOM responsible for foreign relations, Alessandra 

Mecozzi, here enclosed (Attachment 1).  

We ask all parties, all organizations and individuals to send messages of support for the struggle 

that FIOM heads, to fiom.internazionale@fiom.cgil.it, with copies also to CARC Party mail 

addresses (resistenza@carc.it, carc.int.dept @alice.it).  

We ask you to sign in calls in http://www.firmiamo.it/uniti-ce-la-possiamo-fare and in 

http://temi.repubblica.it/micromega-appello/?action=vediappello&idappello=391202. 
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Alternatively, reply to this message indicating your name and e-mail address, and we will put 

your signature at the sites reported.  

 

Long live the struggle of FIAT workers! 

Long live the struggle of the masses, in Italy and around the world! 

Long live international solidarity! 

Forward to victory! 

 

 

Attachment 1 

On the 13th and 14th of January it will take place in the Fiat plant of Mirafiori, Torino (about 

5500 workers) a referendum, requested by the FIAT CEO, Sergio Marchionne, about the 

agreement signed on the 23rd of December by FIM , UILM, FISMIC, but not by FIOM. Mr. 

Marchionne declared that if the outcome of the referendum will be 51%, the investment of 1 

billion Euros on Mirafiori plant will be provided; in case this result will not be reached, Mirafiori 

plant will be shut down. For the second time after Pomigliano agreement (now completed with 

the creation of a newco, separate from the industrial employers association Confindustria), the 

blackmail takes the place of a real negotiation, that FIOM had declared to be available to. 

Like for Pomigliano FIOM declares, and the central committee on the 29th of December 

confirmed this position, that as the referendum is not legitimised because the agreement deals 

with workers and unions rights not subject to negotiation (like the CGIL and FIOM Statute say), 

the FIOM will not sign this agreement. 

FIOM informed the workers by leaflets and different public activities in the city. The days before 

the referendum FIOM will inform workers in plenary assembly inside the plants (that the other 

unions refused). Furthermore the FIOM Central committee decided for a national strike of the 

metalworkers on the day 28th of January, that will be prepared by FIOM and CGIL who will 

attend together the regional demonstrations across the country. 

 

The Mirafiori agreement is a new step of the authoritarian and antidemocratic FIAT’s strategy, 

more "union buster" than industrial,  to destroy the Italian industrial relations system, worsening 
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working conditions,  and excluding from the workers and union representation in the plant those 

who will not sign (i.e. FIOM). In fact, the agreement says: 

• that only unions that sign the agreement will be recognized in the company from now on.  As a 

consequence, the FIOM should lose union rights recognized until now (paid union leave, right to 

assembly, collection of union fees), by law and by collective agreements. 

• that workers will no longer elect their own union representatives, who will now be appointed by 

the union organizations signing the agreement. 

• that working conditions are attacked as well, since breaks on assembly lines are shorter, and 

overtime becomes mandatory, for 120 hours derogating from national laws and the national 

collective contract (that provides only 40 mandatory hours). The lunch break (half an hour 

during working time) will be moved at the end of the shift. 

• that previous  collective bargaining is cancelled. 

• that the agreement introduces sanctions (up to layoff) and penalties against unions and workers, 

for instance when there is a strike (the right to strike in Italy is a constitutional right and the 

majority of the strikes on the assembly lines, in order to achieve some change, are spontaneous). 

In all workplaces and across the country, signatures are gathered against the Pomigliano and 

Mirafiori agreements, for the national collective contract, for union freedoms, against 

precariousness, for decent labor, and to support the metalworkers’ struggle. Statements 

supporting workers struggle, refusing Mr. Marchionne blackmail, in solidarity with FIOM 

position have been published by groups of economists, writers, intellectuals, pointing out that 

Marchionne strategy - unique case in Europe, if compared with other multinationals - is a risk for 

the whole democracy in Italy. In particular the economists stress, jointly with attack on labor 

rights and freedom of association, the lack of a strong industrial plan, that can guarantee the 

survival of the car industry in Italy and innovate the process and the product.(…) 

 


